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navigating employment law

Today

• Themes - what’s been crossing my desk
• Questions already received
• Questions anyone wants to ask today
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Employment tribunals

• Only 7% cases that start Early Conciliation 
leads to a tribunal hearing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let that sink in – ACAS recently published stats  only 7% cases that start EC end up in a full hearing;Some cases C won’t even issueSome issue but withdraw 20%12% struck out – weak casesSome issue and settle (1/3)Some issue and then judicial mediation – recommend to address wild expectationsSome proceed – very low numbers, even where have had a claim don’t despair of that 7% that go ahead success rates low – 10% UD and less 5% discrimination
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Wellbeing/Mental Health

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Litigant in person nearly drove me over the edge in July/August Long been saying anyone who says they are fine is lying – everyone has been challenged by last 2 years for different reasonsELA training for lawyers – resilience, sleep doctor etc – elephant in the room = workload and job design.All the fruitbaskets in the world won’t address this:Right to switch off discussions; EU countries – have you developed meaningful policy?
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Conflicts rearing their heads

• Employee expectations vs manager 
expectations

• Furlough history
• Increased grievances

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Employees exhausted, no proper holidays, not wanting to work in the same way as before commuting, long hours cultures, harmful to their family relationships vs managers wanting return to beforeFurlough history – we may think its all long gone now but eg:- if make perf appraisals or redundancies now the history of what happened in the last 2 years going to rear its head – pinch points:Nrs who cannot justify how they selected for furlough ie:- no objective process followed, pregnant women furlough when legal rights were to be suspended on full pay if employer couldn’t guarantee their safety in workplaceTalking to headmaster the other day and he said he’s not doing his job if he hasn’t got at least 3 grievances against him at any one time – definitely seeing increased volume grievances: managers not talking face to face with people and meeting them and ironing out niggles before they get bigger
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Unfair selection for redundancy

• Selection for redundancy
– Because asked to be furloughed (Equality Act 

issues)
– Because been on furlough

• Adjustments to selection scoring to cancel out 
period of furlough so comparing candidates 
equally 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We talked about this September 2020 but now seeing the cases coming through.Employer selects individuals for redundancy who have been on furlough leave over those who have worked throughout lockdown.  Very likely to be UD as well as risk discrimination claims eg:- SD and Disability.Selection for ry – likely to be unfair – should be in pool all staff in role and selection on fair basis from that group – not just the one on F.Will be some roles eg:- canteen – not reopening – will be Ry and fair but where some in work and some not unreasonable to select the furloughed one – test for UD range of reasonable responses – think will have hard time persuading judge employees who REQUESTED to be furloughed  employees furloughed because they were shielding for health/disability related reasons and employees with childcare responsibilities – less likely to be criticised – HSWA exemption in schedule to EqA – pathway through employees selected for furlough leave by the employer who did not request it.  
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First batch Covid ET cases

• Judges balancing act

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Justice depicted with her scalesCan see our judges having to perf balancing act:Employers who have followed the advice, especially back in the days when all we had to protect ourselves was distancing and handsanitiser, then PPE VsThose who haven’t followed the rules and demonstrated risk assessments and concern for their staff, treated people appallingly eg:- furlough by text messageBalancing S100 – circums of damager the employee reasonably believes serious and imminent took appropriate steps to protect themselves and their loved ones eg:- refusal to commute, visit home of someone isolating, following gov.t adviceS44 detriment – eg:- anxiety and fear, disciplined, Bullying and harassment, non payment or underpaymentVs Asking to be furloughed or WFH not reasonable when employer had work to be done as keyworkersThose who have genuine concerns – likely to be in this territory – beware – need to be able to show you addressed the concerns – meetings, emails,  be gentle with people etc Balancing eg:- crisis and desire to protect jobs eg:- change contracts, removed bonuses vs proper processes so cases where Nr rushed,  not had meaningful consultation period – risking CUD etc
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Cancer = disability

• Make sure you get advice

• www.macmillan.org.uk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Been on both sides of a similar story recently – secured largest ever payout I’ve ever got for someone dismissed 2020 when she had cancer – losses all the way to when ET would taken place next MayStory like this: Nee Dx form of cancer, treatment planned and attempts to keep workingNr supportive as in says all the right things but doesn’t get OH advice and doesn’t monitor Nee working hours etcNee own worst enemy – pushing themselves eg:- soldier on, return to soonNee fatigue because treatment, side effects of treatment – Chemo brain expected to last 2 years, impacts performance and attendanceBreakdown in relationsDiscuss a plan at outset with Macmillan and the employee – shows you have taken advice and Review plan: adjust it and pick up when struggling - otherwise Nee beat you with it later – failure to make RAIf is deterioration in perf – what do you expect? Park it. Wait until signed back to work and phased return before start to even think about PM. That will come later if the supported return doesn’t work.Buddy system – someone else whose been through itYou cannot use your standard template letters - M&S exampleBy 2050 1;3 will have cancer at some point in their lives so we have to get better at thisMacmillan have info pack – order one for your team, read it, template cancer policy – helpfully deals with issues up front, making it easier for you to talk to people, helpful videos for managers etc

http://www.macmillan.org.uk/
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Electronic signatures

• Use either:
– Signing software like Docusign or function in 

Adobe Pro
– Scan ‘wet’ signature page and document and save 

as PDF 

• Avoid – typed names

• Deeds need witnessing (IPR)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Deborah asked a question about electronic signatures.With more documents being sent electronically and not seeing people in person to give and receive paper copies, is it OK to sign documents electronically if this is not done through specialised software such as docu-sign.Our employment contracts are being signed by people typing their name in to the document in normal font.Is this Ok or should we be asking for paper copies to be signed and returned to us?Law Commission done some work in this area last few years – is just as legally binding to have electronic documentTips – whole doc or cannot see what they have agreed to – arguments about documents being changed in futureRisk if just type their name in – say someone else - not their signature?Deeds – witnessing – lots of times see people edit out the lengthier signature clause when it is in there for a reason – no consideration for new covenants, IPR etc
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Homeworking
• Employer needs  contractual right to access 

property to:
– Do H&S risk assessments
– Sickness absence meetings
– Collect and maintain property

• Can put this in a homeworking policy but 
either contract needs to refer to the policy or 
policy needs section within it to be contractual

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
They say that they can’t get the second screen  set up correctly and the screen is in the wardrobe. We have offered on many occasions to help them, talk though what to do, got IT involved but they are not accepting the help. Recently a piece of work took longer than it would normally do to complete and the employee attached a comment to the work saying it took longer because they only have one screen!They are unwilling to accept our help but it is affecting their role.How far can we go?My tip – make homeworking a priviledge – can withdraw partic when perf issues – manage expectations in policy that if perf suffers may have to return to office working whilst it is being managedMeeting line manager and person re what happened with specific piece of work. Either they a) return to office working because not prepared to set up the second screen or they b) allow IT visit to set up second screenFailure to follow a reasonable instruction…….Am seeing lots flex working requests – people who want to only come in X days a week who have WFH during pandemic - where Nr wont let them as part of a hybrid policy – about the Nr being able to identify which of the 8 business reasons for saying No applies – what is not being done well from home – evidence of that. Recent example administrator ……tech role can be done from home but in practice key areas of role not being done and work burden on those who are in to fill the gap. Nr has to recognise though likelihood person resigning – if they don’t agree/want to work that way any more – jobs market hot – find an employer who can accommodate – will come time when Nrs cannot recruit the replacements – may have to start looking at what tools can use to enable the job to be done remotely. I’ve been working remotely from my PA for 8 years – only 1 thing find difficult – physical making of packs for training sessions.
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GDPR

• Emails auto forwarding from work email 
address to personal email address

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lisa asks a really good question about GDPR implications where trustees but could be NED or any member of staff has an organisation email address but wants to set up automatic forwarding to their personal email address, presumably so can pick up on their devices more easily, not having to log in to employer’s system to viewWhilst emails are on your system – you have control over the tech measures to secure that data, you can access them for subject access purposes, you can archive and delete them when it comes to the requirement to keep them for no longer than necessary etcAs soon as the email gets forwarded to the private email address its outside the circle.Potential issues with that:We probably haven’t told anyone that is what is happening with their personal data in our privacy notices – if you think about your PN probably has a section it it (will if I drafted it) telling the data subject who their data is going to be shared with – eg:- payroll provider, group cos, pension provider – won’t have specifically outlined this so not expected – not covered – criticism later when find outWhat is the pathway through the GDPR for this? Not statute or contract – prob have to rely on legit interests but is it really necessary? Arguably not – ICO may come down on the side of the employee hereSubject access – have to require the trustee to provide you with data. ICO attitude if personal devices and email being used for work purposes is captured.Role of trustees/NEDs - data processors – access what is in their appointment letters etcWider than just GDPR once they start replying to emails is that being captured by your system? (evidence purposes) Temptation to be less formal/shoot from the hip?Confidentiality of information – their system may be much more vulnerable to attack? Weakens your argument confidential if sent outside the circle? 
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Redundancy

• Pools
• Selection criteria:

– Disciplinary record
– Qualifications
– Leadership skills
– Productivity
– Cost to the business
– Experience
– Absence
– Attitude, flexibility and potential

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tony – could do a 3 hour session just on these issuesPools – Range of reasonable responses test applies – Chronos v RichardsonStructure chartIRL test - If someone off sick/holiday how is the work covered? If the answer is X steps in – X needs to be in the pool.If difference between operatives and supervisors is something small like the supervisor fills in a form once a week – recognise not a big difference and put them all togetherSelection criteria: avoid LIFO (age discrimination) but LOS can be tie breakerTailor – what you need going forward, pool by pool – what is right in marketing is not going to be right on the factory floorAt least 6 things but not 15-20Discount absence disability and mat leaveAbsence – 2 years  and multiplier for those with less serviceTry and agree with TU/reps – they won’t agree them because don’t want to be seen as fav some people and conflict of interests but be seen to listen and tryI know you are told subjectivity bad, objectivity good but elements of subjectivity/judgement – often its about unpicking what manager means when they talk about attitude or flexibility or potential – break it down – can we support the judgement with evidence?Manager + 1 to score – remove biasMake it clear what it takes to score a 1 or a 5 if that’s what you are scoring – clear guidance for the scoring manager – this is usually the weak spotNote the whyRoad test it first – check it works, if it doesn’t reverse engineer it – no good if you are going to assess 10 people and they are all going to score 50Make sure clear blue water between candidates – don’t like it when comes down to 2 marksThe ET aren’t likely to criticise the criterion – more likely to critique how you applied them ie:- manager’s lack of understanding how to score fairly.
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Mental health

• Is there anything we can do as employers to 
prevent problems from happening before they 
start?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Robyn gets the prize for the most interesting questionsI’d like to see what you all say to this questionMy instant gut reaction = give people jobs which are sensible in size/job design – look at the working day – no of hours and work backwards – design jobs that are manageable and can be done Stress risk assessmentsLook at what the job used to be 10-20 years ago – what else has mushroomed and proliferated – what can be done to strip it down to what is important and support that 
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Essential training for employees

• Values of the organisation and what that really 
means: culture

• ‘Dignity at work’

• Conflict management 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Robyn also asked:If you could pick three essential pieces of training for employees, what would you pick?What we are as a culture and what that means if you step outside it Dignity at work – by that I don’t mean getting me in to talk about the Equality Act – bombard them with content – Me Too, Black Lives Matter – people from minorities talking about the barriers they face in the work place – the small things – the disabled person worrying about what happens to them in a fire, the lady going through the menopause whose desk is miles from the loo, where there isn’t a window, the introvert who doesn’t feel confident speaking in meetings  - learn to be more considerate when we understand – example ELA training this year.Understanding their own natural tendencies and how to reframe what they a re saying into a more positive less confrontational mannerWhat would you pick?
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• Are there any best practices in inductions that 
can help with retention and happy 
employees?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Have any of you done things which you think help keep your employees happy and retain them?For me its not about induction: it’s about managers and giving them the tools to be decent managers especially now hybrid working. We don’t teach people how to be good managers we assume they can do it – adage about people don’t leave the organisation they leave their manager – you can have the best culture and policies going but if the manager isn’t living that culture and policies all the rest is pointless – example of that this week – mass resignation 
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Menopause

• Weave it into everything

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leanne’s request – sickness, PM, discipline – could this be an issue behind what we are talking about? Before we take action…….like s15 disability – if it is, stop, get some medical advice. Train managers. Men are interested.
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